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QUESTION 1

Indentify which best defines a SequenceFile? 

A. A SequenceFile contains a binary encoding of an arbitrary number of homogeneous Writable objects 

B. A SequenceFile contains a binary encoding of an arbitrary number of heterogeneous Writable objects 

C. A SequenceFile contains a binary encoding of an arbitrary number of WritableComparable objects, in sorted order. 

D. A SequenceFile contains a binary encoding of an arbitrary number key-value pairs. Each key must be the same type.
Each value must be the same type. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: SequenceFile is a flat file consisting of binary key/value pairs. 

There are 3 different SequenceFile formats: 

Uncompressed key/value records. 

Record compressed key/value records - only \\'values\\' are compressed here. Block compressed key/value 

records - both keys and values are collected in \\'blocks\\' separately and compressed. The size of the \\'block\\' 

is configurable. 

Reference: http://wiki.apache.org/hadoop/SequenceFile 

 

QUESTION 2

Given the following Hive command: 

INSERT OVERWRITE TABLE mytable SELECT * FROM myothertable; 

Which one of the following statements is true? 

A. The contents of myothertable are appended to mytable 

B. Any existing data in mytable will be overwritten 

C. A new table named mytable is created, and the contents of myothertable are copied into mytable 

D. The statement is not a valid Hive command 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

In Hadoop 2.0, which one of the following statements is true about a standby NameNode? The Standby NameNode: 
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A. Communicates directly with the active NameNode to maintain the state of the active NameNode. 

B. Receives the same block reports as the active NameNode. 

C. Runs on the same machine and shares the memory of the active NameNode. 

D. Processes all client requests and block reports from the appropriate DataNodes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What is a SequenceFile? 

A. A SequenceFile contains a binary encoding of an arbitrary number of homogeneous writable objects. 

B. A SequenceFile contains a binary encoding of an arbitrary number of heterogeneous writable objects. 

C. A SequenceFile contains a binary encoding of an arbitrary number of WritableComparable objects, in sorted order. 

D. A SequenceFile contains a binary encoding of an arbitrary number key-value pairs. Each key must be the same type.
Each value must be same type. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: SequenceFile is a flat file consisting of binary key/value pairs. 

There are 3 different SequenceFile formats: 

Uncompressed key/value records. 

Record compressed key/value records - only \\'values\\' are compressed here. Block compressed key/value 

records - both keys and values are collected in \\'blocks\\' separately and compressed. The size of the \\'block\\' 

is configurable. 

Reference: http://wiki.apache.org/hadoop/SequenceFile 

 

QUESTION 5

Review the following andapos;dataandapos; file and Pig code. 
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Which one of the following statements is true? 

A. The Output Of the DUMP D command IS (M,{(M,62.95102),(M,38,95111)}) 

B. The output of the dump d command is (M, {(38,95in),(62,95i02)}) 

C. The code executes successfully but there is not output because the D relation is empty 

D. The code does not execute successfully because D is not a valid relation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two of the following are true about this trivial Pig program\\' (choose Two) 

A. The contents of myfile appear on stdout 

B. Pig assumes the contents of myfile are comma delimited 

C. ABC has a schema associated with it 

D. myfile is read from the user\\'s home directory in HDFS 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

A combiner reduces: 

A. The number of values across different keys in the iterator supplied to a single reduce method call. 

B. The amount of intermediate data that must be transferred between the mapper and reducer. 
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C. The number of input files a mapper must process. 

D. The number of output files a reducer must produce. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Combiners are used to increase the efficiency of a MapReduce program. They are used to aggregate
intermediate map output locally on individual mapper outputs. Combiners can help you reduce the amount of data that
needs to be transferred across to the reducers. You can use your reducer code as a combiner if the operation
performed is commutative and associative. The execution of combiner is not guaranteed, Hadoop may or may not
execute a combiner. Also, if required it may execute it more then 1 times. Therefore your MapReduce jobs should not
depend on the combiners execution. 

Reference: 24 Interview Questions and Answers for Hadoop MapReduce developers, What are combiners? When
should I use a combiner in my MapReduce Job? 

 

QUESTION 8

What does the following WebHDFS command do? 

Curl -1 -L "http://host:port/webhdfs/v1/foo/bar?op=OPEN" 

A. Make a directory /foo/bar 

B. Read a file /foo/bar 

C. List a directory /foo 

D. Delete a directory /foo/bar 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You want to understand more about how users browse your public website, such as which pages they visit prior to
placing an order. You have a farm of 200 web servers hosting your website. How will you gather this data for your
analysis? 

A. Ingest the server web logs into HDFS using Flume. 

B. Write a MapReduce job, with the web servers for mappers, and the Hadoop cluster nodes for reduces. 

C. Import all users\\' clicks from your OLTP databases into Hadoop, using Sqoop. 

D. Channel these clickstreams inot Hadoop using Hadoop Streaming. 

E. Sample the weblogs from the web servers, copying them into Hadoop using curl. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10
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What does the following command do? register andapos;/piggyban):/pig-files.jarandapos;; 

A. Invokes the user-defined functions contained in the jar file 

B. Assigns a name to a user-defined function or streaming command 

C. Transforms Pig user-defined functions into a format that Hive can accept 

D. Specifies the location of the JAR file containing the user-defined functions 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

You need to run the same job many times with minor variations. Rather than hardcoding all job configuration options in
your drive code, you\\'ve decided to have your Driver subclass org.apache.hadoop.conf.Configured and implement the
org.apache.hadoop.util.Tool interface. 

Indentify which invocation correctly passes.mapred.job.name with a value of Example to Hadoop? 

A. hadoop "mapred.job.name=Example" MyDriver input output 

B. hadoop MyDriver mapred.job.name=Example input output 

C. hadoop MyDrive ? mapred.job.name=Example input output 

D. hadoop setproperty mapred.job.name=Example MyDriver input output 

E. hadoop setproperty ("mapred.job.name=Example") MyDriver input output 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Configure the property using the -D key=value notation: 

-D mapred.job.name=\\'My Job\\' 

You can list a whole bunch of options by calling the streaming jar with just the -info argument 

Reference: Python hadoop streaming : Setting a job name 

 

QUESTION 12

Which one of the following statements regarding the components of YARN is FALSE? 

A. A Container executes a specific task as assigned by the ApplicationMaster 

B. The ResourceManager is responsible for scheduling and allocating resources 

C. A client application submits a YARW job to the ResourceManager 

D. The ResourceManager monitors and restarts any failed Containers 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 13

Analyze each scenario below and indentify which best describes the behavior of the default partitioner? 

A. The default partitioner assigns key-values pairs to reduces based on an internal random number generator. 

B. The default partitioner implements a round-robin strategy, shuffling the key-value pairs to each reducer in turn. This
ensures an event partition of the key space. 

C. The default partitioner computes the hash of the key. Hash values between specific ranges are associated with
different buckets, and each bucket is assigned to a specific reducer. 

D. The default partitioner computes the hash of the key and divides that valule modulo the number of reducers. The
result determines the reducer assigned to process the key-value pair. 

E. The default partitioner computes the hash of the value and takes the mod of that value with the number of reducers.
The result determines the reducer assigned to process the key-value pair. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The default partitioner computes a hash value for the key and assigns the partition based on this result. 

The default Partitioner implementation is called HashPartitioner. It uses the hashCode() method of the key objects
modulo the number of partitions total to determine which partition to send a given (key, value) pair to. 

In Hadoop, the default partitioner is HashPartitioner, which hashes a record\\'s key to determine which partition (and
thus which reducer) the record belongs in.The number of partition is then equal to the number of reduce tasks for the
job. 

Reference: Getting Started With (Customized) Partitioning 

 

QUESTION 14

You need to perform statistical analysis in your MapReduce job and would like to call methods in the Apache Commons
Math library, which is distributed as a 1.3 megabyte Java archive (JAR) file. Which is the best way to make this library
available to your MapReducer job at runtime? 

A. Have your system administrator copy the JAR to all nodes in the cluster and set its location in the
HADOOP_CLASSPATH environment variable before you submit your job. 

B. Have your system administrator place the JAR file on a Web server accessible to all cluster nodes and then set the
HTTP_JAR_URL environment variable to its location. 

C. When submitting the job on the command line, specify the ?ibjars option followed by the JAR file path. 

D. Package your code and the Apache Commands Math library into a zip file named JobJar.zip 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The usage of the jar command is like this, 

Usage: hadoop jar [mainClass] args... 
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If you want the commons-math3.jar to be available for all the tasks you can do any one of these 

1. Copy the jar file in $HADOOP_HOME/lib dir 

2.

or

Use the generic option -libjars. 

 

QUESTION 15

In a MapReduce job, you want each of your input files processed by a single map task. How do you configure a
MapReduce job so that a single map task processes each input file regardless of how many blocks the input file
occupies? 

A. Increase the parameter that controls minimum split size in the job configuration. 

B. Write a custom MapRunner that iterates over all key-value pairs in the entire file. 

C. Set the number of mappers equal to the number of input files you want to process. 

D. Write a custom FileInputFormat and override the method isSplitable to always return false. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: FileInputFormat is the base class for all file-based InputFormats. This provides a generic implementation of
getSplits(JobContext). Subclasses of FileInputFormat can also override the isSplitable (JobContext, Path) method to
ensure input-files are not split-up and are processed as a whole by Mappers. 

Reference: org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.lib.input, Class FileInputFormat 
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